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Within the context of mental illnesses, Ian Hacking talks about ‘transient illnesses’, in
that certain illnesses are typical for certain eras. (Hacking, 1998). By this, he does not
state that an era determines its illnesses and therefore illnesses can be reduced to it;
instead, he analyses why certain illnesses are more prevalent in certain eras than in
others. ADHD, depression or bipolar disorder for instance, are diseases of our era.
One can ask why we are limiting ourselves to mental illness? Obesity can also be
described as a ‘transient illness’: it is a basic characteristic of our era, far more than it
was before. Obesity is particularly a problem of contemporary society. Everywhere in
city streets, you can drink coke or eat burgers and all of us are on a daily basis faced
with a battery of advertisements, influences which can hardly be overestimated.
Listen to the radio, watch television or walk on the streets: we all are bombarded with
advertisements appealing us to enjoy our life via the consumption of food and
beverages. (Minkler, 1999)
The concept of transient illnesses opens up the forum for discussion on health and
illness in today’s society. When discussing so called lifestyle diseases, many people
consider individuals responsible for their health condition and people are even
blamed for being sick (Wikler, 1987, 2002). Consequently, in many countries the
pursuit of a healthy lifestyle has or is expected to become a criterion in the allocation
of healthcare services. One of the crucial questions is what the consequences of this
evolution would be for health care policy, for individuals and for society in general? If
we consider individuals as autonomous and regard the way they live as largely a
matter of their own free choice, it seems ‘logical’ to hold patients personally
responsible for making (un)healthy life style choices when they try to obtain
insurance or enter healthcare facilities. And if the individuals are unwilling to change
their risky behaviour, could they then also be denied health care services? In short,
the discussion about lifestyle also concerns responsibility and the amount of control
that others should be allowed to exercise over an individual’s choice for a particular
way of living. Critics of paternalism talk about control and tyranny, while defenders
point out the importance of public interest. (Cosner Jr, 2008)
The idea of transient illness has the potential to make a breakthrough in this debate
and can be of help to general practitioners in facing patients with lifestyle diseases. It
explains why people, at the very moment they make autonomous decisions, decide
for things which are obviously analogous to the main characteristics of society, i.e.
enjoyment of your personal life, putting your desires first, etc. Despite the fact we are
often very aware of the possible consequences of our decisions for our health, a lot of
us keep on making unhealthy choices – it is for instance hard to say we are not
informed about the dangers of smoking and yet many people continue smoking
(Devisch I & Dierckx, 2009).
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Can we blame these people for making choices which result in consequences they have not opted for? Of course
people are responsible, but societies do ‘produce’ illnesses as well. An old ‘Marxist’ thesis would argue that the
‘system’ is responsible for everything. However, it is not that our choices are determined solely by social
circumstances; it is not because our particular social context offers us fewer opportunities for physical activity that we
are destined to live our life as obese. In as much as we should stop ‘blaming the patient’ because of his risk behaviour,
we cannot simply shift the responsibility of the individual’s lifestyle to society.
Therefore, we suggest the counter-intuitive thesis: there are aspects of our behaviour for which no one is responsible.
By this we mean that many of our choices are developed as a strategy for living our lives or – similarly to what Carl
Elliott writes about in his ‘A Philosophical Disease. Bioethics, Culture and Identity’ – “the result of cultural factors
beyond our reach”(Elliott, 1999). As long as lifestyle is considered to be based solely on independent, conscious and
deliberate choices, be they taken individually or collectively, we will never solve the question of why people are
‘choosing’ one thing or refusing another.
Beginning with the idea of transient illness, people should be viewed in a societal context which makes their individual
freedom and choices a relative and not an absolute matter. To be free is more a question of ‘are the terms of the
choice’ fair? If the available alternatives to a healthy choice are less attractive than they can/should be, maybe the
terms of the unhealthy choice are unfair. For example, working in a coal mine; you know it is risky, but sometimes,
there is no alternative. These people need to be protected, not punished.

Take Home Message


General practitioners should be fully aware of the idea of transient illnesses and make use of it in supporting
patients struggling with lifestyle diseases. Rather than blaming the victim, people deserve support and
understanding for the context in which they live and the choices stemming from it.
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